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ARTS

WLIW Arts Beat #307 
Airdate/Time: April 6, 2017, 5:30pm & 7:30pm, April 9, 2017, 9:30am; April 20, 2017, 5:30pm & 
7:30pm; April 23, 2017, 9:30am
Length: 30-minutes 
 
Description:  In this episode, viewers see how a society of quilters has become a meaningful 
community to many on Long Island. Also, they follow an artist whose many creative outlets 
include sculpting and music, appreciate the beauty of America’s ranches through photography, 
and watch the process of fashioning exquisite furniture from plywood.

WLIW Arts Beat #308 
Airdate/Time: May 4, 2017, 5:30pm & 7:30pm;  May 18, 2017, 5:30pm & 7:30pm
Length: 30-minutes 
 
Description:  In this episode, viewers step inside the Norwood Museum in College Point, find out 
an animator is influenced by jazz, travel back in time to explore a little-known part of the Plaza 
Hotel's past, and go underground in Las Vegas.

WLIW Arts Beat #309 
Airdate/Time: June 1, 2017, 5:30pm & 7:30pm; June 15, 2017, 5:30pm & 7:30pm; June 29, 2017, 
5:30pm & 7:30pm
Length: 30-minutes 
 
Description:  In this episode, viewers explore Huntington Long Island's Heckscher Museum, 
witness how drama blasts through stereotypes; see how art can heal body and soul, and look in 
on a choreographer that uses her life experience to color her work in dance.

Requiem For My Mother
Airdate/Time:  June 25, 2017, 3:30pm
Length:  60-min.

Description:  Composer Stephen Edwards pays tribute to his mother and musical muse in 
REQUIEM FOR MY MOTHER. The documentary chronicles the creation of the original choral 
and orchestral composition of the same name, and the journey to its premiere at a prestigious 
musical festival in Vatican City. Edwards wrote "Requiem" to commemorate his mother Rosalie's 
influence on him - both personally and professionally - from his first music lessons as a child to 
his career as a professional film score composer. The hour-long documentary profiles Edwards' 
creative process, the behind-the-scenes work of conductor Candace Wicke, the plentiful choral 
and orchestral rehearsals and the recording studio experience, and includes reflections by 
musicians and members of the Edwards family. Inspiring and uplifting, REQUIEM FOR MY 
MOTHER showcases the collaborative journey that brought the song to life, and celebrates the 
power and passion of music to transform grief into healing and hope for the future.
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CIVIL RIGHTS

Beyond Standing Rock
Airdate/Time: April 23, 2017, 10pm; April 28, 2017, 2am
Length:  60-minutes

Description: Beyond Standing Rock is a new documentary that shines a spotlight on the conflict 
surrounding the Dakota Access pipeline and the struggle for Native American sovereignty. Over 
the course of this past fall, dramatic confrontations between Native American protesters and riot-
clad law enforcement were seen worldwide. The protests became a symbol for Native Americans' 
fight for sovereignty and self-determination over its own lands and resources. The documentary 
digs in deep behind those headlines, into the tug-of-war between climate activists and the need 
for energy infrastructure, between Native American tribes and the U.S. government, reopening 
old wounds from broken treaties and a brutal history. From plans to overturn national monuments 
designations to legislation to fast-track energy infrastructure on Indian lands, there is a great deal 
at stake for the oil and gas industry, for tribal leaders and for local citizens with the transfer of 
power in the White House.

MetroFocus #2129
Airdate/Time:  May 2, 2017, 5pm, 7pm, 11pm; May 6, 2017,7pm
Length: 30-minutes 

Description: Liz Robbin, reporter for The New York Times, talks to MetroFocus about Attorney 
General Jeff Sessions’ plans to bring MS-13, the deadly gang from El Salvador that has infiltrated 
the Long Island towns of Brentwood and Central Islip, to justice.

Black American Since MLK: And Still I Rise #101 
Airdate/Time: May 6, 2017, 9:30am; May 7, 2017, 7:30pm 
Length:  2-hours & 30-minutes

Description: Henry Louis Gates, Jr. takes a personal journey through the last 50 years of African 
American history, charting the incredible progress made - as well as the obstacles that remain. 
Features conversations with Jesse Jackson, Nas and Donna Brazile.

Black American Since MLK: And Still I Rise #102  
Airdate/Time: May 6, 2017, 12:05pm; May 7, 2017, 10:05pm 
Length:  2-hours & 50-minutes

Description: Henry Louis Gates, Jr. explores America's changing racial landscape-celebrating 
how far we have come toward equality and asking why we still have so far to go. Features 
conversations with Eric Holder, Shonda Rhimes and DeRay Mckesson.
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ECONOMY

Connect NY #204 “Being Poor: Poverty on the Edge” 
Airdate/Time:  April 20, 2017, 2pm
Length: 60-minutes 

Description: The Fulton/Oswego area is often covered in the news for their issues related to their 
struggling business and economic challenges.  But, why?  What is the story behind these once 
thriving communities with strong agricultural, industrial and power producing potential?  In this 
beautiful area, located in the northern, central area of the state, many struggle to find jobs where 
they can sustain a lifestyle above the poverty level.  Skilled employees travel hours to find part 
time work, and many others have fled the area altogether.  
Connect: NY spoke with the Mayor of Fulton, two Oswego County Councilmen, the historians for 
Oswego and Fulton as well as workforce development participants to understand the struggling 
economy in this once prosperous region.

MetroFocus #2128
Airdate/Time:  May 1, 2017, 5pm, 7pm & 11pm
Length: 30-minutes 

Description:  Steve Choi, Executive Director at the New York Immigration Coalition, stops by to 
talk about May Day protests across the Tri-State area to protest various issues including 
immigrant and workers’ rights.

Connect NY #205 “Being Poor: Meet Alice, The Working Poor” 
Airdate/Time:  May 25, 2017, 2pm
Length: 60-minutes 

Description: Who are the working poor?  If you are working one job or multiple jobs, is it still 
possible to fall short financially when it comes to affording the basic necessities of life?  
The United Way’s study of financial hardship, nicknamed “ALICE” referring to Asset Limited, 
Income Constrained, Employed individuals aims to answer these questions and provide a 
broader picture of financial insecurity than just state and federal poverty guidelines.
Connect: NY spends a day in the life of a woman who has done everything possible to pull herself 
out of a troubled childhood and succeed as an independent person and skilled employee.  
However, her financial struggles persist with not much hope of change in the near future.  
Connect: NY brings you her story, as well as a panel of experts hoping to inspire a dialogue about 
the fragility of the important ALICE across this state and what can be done to change their 
situation. 

Connect NY #206 “Being Poor: Real Stories of Hope” 
Airdate/Time:  June 22, 2017, 2pm
Length: 60-minutes 

Description: Is poverty an issue that can be solved?  Are there strategies, initiatives or business 
plans that can actually make a difference to those living in poverty? 
Connect: NY visits one business successfully attacking the poverty in their neighborhood from all 
angles.  Greyston – a Bakery and Social Enterprise in Yonkers, NY employs an inclusive hiring 
practice they have named ‘Open Hiring.’  There are no background questions asked of applicants 
and all new employees are trained onsite.  Profits are used in part to fund workforce 
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development, childcare and other initiatives throughout the community.  
Connect: NY meets a supervisor and bakery employee who have experienced an entire overhaul 
in lifestyle since beginning their work with Greyston.   The episode brings you their stories and an 
inspiring look at what can happen when a company is willing to take a risk on those in society 
who are left behind. 

ENVIRONMENT

Doing the Reptile Rumba from Rainforest of Ranomafana
Airdate/Time:  April 19, 2017, 1pm; April 20, 2017, 1am
Length:  60-min.   

Description:   DOING THE REPTILE RUMBA FROM THE RAINFOREST OF RANOMAFANA 
features Erik Callender, a herpetologist who has turned his lifelong fascination with reptiles into a 
professional teaching career. In the one-hour program, viewers see first-hand Erik's excitement 
for teaching and exposing children to the wonders of science and education through his 
classroom visits in the U.S., where he brings along a menagerie of exotic animals, including 
lizards, reptiles and snakes. He also travels to the Ranomafana rainforest in Madagascar, where 
Callender engages with the locals, studies the animals, feeds the crocodiles, and introduces the 
children of two cultures to some of the most fascinating creatures on earth - as well as each other 
through webcasts.

Beyond Standing Rock
Airdate/Time: April 23, 2017, 10pm; April 28, 2017, 2am
Length:  60-minutes

Description: Beyond Standing Rock is a new documentary that shines a spotlight on the conflict 
surrounding the Dakota Access pipeline and the struggle for Native American sovereignty. Over 
the course of this past fall, dramatic confrontations between Native American protesters and riot-
clad law enforcement were seen worldwide. The protests became a symbol for Native Americans' 
fight for sovereignty and self-determination over its own lands and resources. The documentary 
digs in deep behind those headlines, into the tug-of-war between climate activists and the need 
for energy infrastructure, between Native American tribes and the U.S. government, reopening 
old wounds from broken treaties and a brutal history. From plans to overturn national monuments 
designations to legislation to fast-track energy infrastructure on Indian lands, there is a great deal 
at stake for the oil and gas industry, for tribal leaders and for local citizens with the transfer of 
power in the White House.

Crowd & The Cloud #101 “Even Big Data Starts Small”
Airdate/Time: April 23, 2017, 9pm; April 27, 2017, 2pm; April 28, 2017, 1am 
Length:  60-minutes

Description:  20,000 volunteers across the U.S. measure precipitation: when extreme weather 
hits, emergency managers turn their data into life-saving alerts. Armchair mappers worldwide 
update information used by first responders after the Nepal earthquake. A new project, 
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EyesOnALZ, enlists the crowd to speed up research on Alzheimer's disease. DIY enthusiasts 
from Public Lab map the BP oil spill with kites, balloons and cameras and continue to watchdog 
pollution. The crowd, using mobile tech and the cloud contribute to science that saves lives.

Crowd & The Cloud #102 “Citizens + Scientists”
Airdate/Time: April 30, 2017, 9pm; May 4, 2017, 2pm; May 5, 2017, 1am 
Length:  60-minutes

Description:  Citizen scientists track air and water pollution at fracking sites in windswept 
Wyoming and five other states, using simple but science-based techniques developed by the 
"Bucket Brigade." On idyllic East Coast trout streams, volunteers from Trout Unlimited monitor 
water quality regularly, generating baseline data that will prove invaluable in the event of future 
pollution events. Community members connected with professional researchers to tackle Flint's 
drinking water crisis and now the same is happening in Philadelphia and other cities. In China, 
citizens use government data and a unique mobile app to report environmental crimes. When 
citizens and scientists partner, it's a win-win for all concerned.

Nature #3408 “Viva Puerto Rico”
Airdate/Time: April 13, 2017, 9pm; April 18, 2017, 2pm; April 20, 2017, 12am
Length:  60-minutes

Description:  Puerto Rico is a tropical island infused with unique natural wonders but the native 
wildlife is threatened with extinction. Meet a charismatic group of scientists dedicated to saving 
Puerto Rico's "enchanting" animals like manatees, parrots, coqui frogs, and turtles.

Crowd & The Cloud #103 “Viral Vs. Virus”
Airdate/Time: May 14, 2017, 9pm; May 11, 2017, 2pm; May 19, 2017, 1am
Length:  60-minutes

Description:  Sensors on asthma inhalers generate real-time maps of environmental dangers to 
help patients, physicians and disease detectives in Louisville, Kentucky. Street knowledge was 
also crucial in a historic medical breakthrough: John Snow's mapping of cholera fatalities in 19th 
century London. In West Oakland, California, citizens confront air pollution and rising asthma 
rates by collecting traffic data. Local ordinances are changed and everyone breathes easier. Can 
apps and maps combat globalized diseases in a warming world? Stories of citizen science 
fighting mosquito-borne diseases with apps and crowd-sourced data in Barcelona, Houston and 
New Orleans. In Kenya, Medic Mobile develops smart but low-cost software to give simple 
phones powerful capabilities to help community health workers improve maternal and child 
health.

On The Trail with Mike Schneider
Airdate/Time:  May 11, 2017, 8:30pm
Length: 30-minutes 

Description: Emmy Award-winning journalist Mike Schneider hikes New Jersey’s wild places, 
finding flora, fauna, environmental debates and personal stories along the way. 

Crowd & The Cloud #104 “Citizens4Earth”
Airdate/Time: May 21, 2017, 9pm; May 18, 2017, 2pm; May 26, 2017, 1am
Length:  60-minutes
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Description:  Counting birds for more than 100 years generates data on a changing climate and 
there's an app for that: eBird. Surfer science using smart tech tracks ocean acidification and 
coastal temperatures in the Smartfin project, a recent startup. We spend "A Year in the Life of 
Citizen Science" including a Thanksgiving Monarch Butterfly Watch in California. Seasonal 
change is tracked by Latina and Native American teens in springtime in Albuquerque, New 
Mexico, and horseshoe crabs are surveyed in summer by retirees along mid-Atlantic coasts. In 
Uganda, World Bank economists and local partners generate data for sustainable development. 
The far-ranging potential of "Citizen Science in the Digital Age."

HERITAGE

They Played for Their Lives
Airdate/Time:  April 9, 2017, 11pm; April 14, 2017, 3am
Length:  50-min.

Description: Survivors whose musical talents saved their lives during one of mankind's darkest 
days, now use music to inspire and teach the following generations to remember and never 
forget.

Four Sons and all Their Sons: A Passover Tale
Airdate/Time:  April 9, 2017, 10pm; April 14, 2017, 2am
Length:  60-min.

Description:  The Four Sons are the focus of one of the most beloved and intriguing stories in the 
Haggadah, the book read and sung at the Passover Seder. The story is beloved despite being 
just a short fable about four boys at the Seder table and how they're treated by their father. It's 
intriguing because that fable has been revised relentlessly over the centuries--in words, in art, in 
music--until it must be right up there with Shakespeare's plays among the most re-interpreted 
tales ever told. Why so many versions? Because Passover and its Seder are really about passing 
on heritage--or any belief--to your children. And The Four Sons story suggests how to do that, as 
many suggestions as there are versions. The documentary shows the variety of those versions as 
it moves constantly from an actual Seder to Four Sons stories in art, words, and music to 
interviewees from ages 17 to 70...and back to the Seder. 

Great Transmission
Airdate/Time:  April 20, 2017, 4am
Length:  60-min.

Description:  Imagine that you are one of a handful of survivors of a disaster that has virtually 
erased your culture. Now you must recover the knowledge that was lost and find ways to ensure 
that it continues into the future. The Great Transmission is the story of one Tibetan refugee lama 
and his efforts to preserve the sacred texts of his tradition. But more than that, it is the story of the 
epic journey of a precious inheritance of human knowledge from its origins in Ancient India to the 
present day, and the celebration of the valiant efforts of those devoted to its survival.
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Black American Since MLK: And Still I Rise #101 
Airdate/Time: May 6, 2017, 9:30am; May 7, 2017, 7:30pm 
Length:  2-hours & 30-minutes

Description: Henry Louis Gates, Jr. takes a personal journey through the last 50 years of African 
American history, charting the incredible progress made - as well as the obstacles that remain. 
Features conversations with Jesse Jackson, Nas and Donna Brazile.

Black American Since MLK: And Still I Rise #102  
Airdate/Time: May 6, 2017, 12:05pm; May 7, 2017, 10:05pm 
Length:  2-hours & 50-minutes

Description: Henry Louis Gates, Jr. explores America's changing racial landscape-celebrating 
how far we have come toward equality and asking why we still have so far to go. Features 
conversations with Eric Holder, Shonda Rhimes and DeRay Mckesson.

Requiem For My Mother
Airdate/Time:  June 25, 2017, 3:30pm
Length:  60-min.

Description:  Composer Stephen Edwards pays tribute to his mother and musical muse in 
REQUIEM FOR MY MOTHER. The documentary chronicles the creation of the original choral 
and orchestral composition of the same name, and the journey to its premiere at a prestigious 
musical festival in Vatican City. Edwards wrote "Requiem" to commemorate his mother Rosalie's 
influence on him - both personally and professionally - from his first music lessons as a child to 
his career as a professional film score composer. The hour-long documentary profiles Edwards' 
creative process, the behind-the-scenes work of conductor Candace Wicke, the plentiful choral 
and orchestral rehearsals and the recording studio experience, and includes reflections by 
musicians and members of the Edwards family. Inspiring and uplifting, REQUIEM FOR MY 
MOTHER showcases the collaborative journey that brought the song to life, and celebrates the 
power and passion of music to transform grief into healing and hope for the future.

LOCAL POLITICS & CONCERNS 

MetroFocus #2113
Airdate/Time:  April 7, 2017, 5pm, 7pm & 11pm
Length: 30-minutes 

Description: Dan Donovan, Republican Congressman of Staten Island, discusses his efforts to 
get drugs off the street after nine heroin overdoses in New York City yesterday alone and his 
party over Obamacare.
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Connect NY #204 “Being Poor: Poverty on the Edge” 
Airdate/Time:  April 20, 2017, 2pm
Length: 60-minutes 

Description: The Fulton/Oswego area is often covered in the news for their issues related to their 
struggling business and economic challenges.  But, why?  What is the story behind these once 
thriving communities with strong agricultural, industrial and power producing potential?  In this 
beautiful area, located in the northern, central area of the state, many struggle to find jobs where 
they can sustain a lifestyle above the poverty level.  Skilled employees travel hours to find part 
time work, and many others have fled the area altogether.  
Connect: NY spoke with the Mayor of Fulton, two Oswego County Councilmen, the historians for 
Oswego and Fulton as well as workforce development participants to understand the struggling 
economy in this once prosperous region.

MetroFocus #2116
Airdate/Time:  April 27, 2017, 5pm, 7pm & 11pm
Length: 30-minutes 

Description: Nick Powell, opinion and features editor at City and State Magazine, discusses 
Amtrak’s planned drastic improvements at Penn Station after months of major disruptions that 
have impacted LIRR and NJ Transit services.

MetroFocus #2128
Airdate/Time:  May 1, 2017, 5pm, 7pm & 11pm
Length: 30-minutes 

Description:  Steve Choi, Executive Director at the New York Immigration Coalition, talks about 
May Day protests across the Tri-State area to protest various issues including immigrant and 
workers’ rights.

Connect NY #205 “Being Poor: Meet Alice, The Working Poor” 
Airdate/Time:  May 25, 2017, 2pm
Length: 60-minutes 

Description: Who are the working poor?  If you are working one job or multiple jobs, is it still 
possible to fall short financially when it comes to affording the basic necessities of life?  
The United Way’s study of financial hardship, nicknamed “ALICE” referring to Asset Limited, 
Income Constrained, Employed individuals aims to answer these questions and provide a 
broader picture of financial insecurity than just state and federal poverty guidelines.
Connect: NY spends a day in the life of a woman who has done everything possible to pull herself 
out of a troubled childhood and succeed as an independent person and skilled employee.  
However, her financial struggles persist with not much hope of change in the near future.  
Connect: NY brings you her story, as well as a panel of experts hoping to inspire a dialogue about 
the fragility of the important ALICE across this state and what can be done to change their 
situation. 
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MetroFocus #2159
Airdate/Time:  June 14, 2017, 5pm, 7pm & 11pm
Length: 30-minutes 

Description: We'll take you inside the tunnels for a rare look at the breakdowns causing transit 
chaos for commuters.

Connect NY #206 “Being Poor: Real Stories of Hope” 
Airdate/Time:  June 22, 2017, 2pm
Length: 60-minutes 

Description: Is poverty an issue that can be solved?  Are there strategies, initiatives or business 
plans that can actually make a difference to those living in poverty? 
Connect: NY visits one business successfully attacking the poverty in their neighborhood from all 
angles.  Greyston – a Bakery and Social Enterprise in Yonkers, NY employs an inclusive hiring 
practice they have named ‘Open Hiring.’  There are no background questions asked of applicants 
and all new employees are trained onsite.  Profits are used in part to fund workforce 
development, childcare and other initiatives throughout the community.  
Connect: NY meets a supervisor and bakery employee who have experienced an entire overhaul 
in lifestyle since beginning their work with Greyston.   This episode brings you their stories and an 
inspiring look at what can happen when a company is willing to take a risk on those in society 
who are left behind. 

VETERANS AND THE MILITARY

Last Ring Home
Airdate/Time:  May 25, 2017, 8:30pm; May 29, 2017, 10:30pm
Length:  30-min.

Description:  The Last Ring Home is the story of Lt Minter Dial and his 1932 Annapolis Naval 
Academy ring that miraculously made its way home 17 years after he was killed as a POW of the 
Japanese in WWII. The Last Ring Home is a spellbinding account of one man's obsession with a 
family mystery and the product of decades of research and inquiries. It also explores author 
Minter Dial's pursuit of the true story of his namesake, his late grandfather Lt. Minter Dial, USN, a 
celebrated war hero whose suffering and trauma nearly buried his memory forever.

D-Day: Over Normandy
Airdate/Time:  May 29, 2017, 9:30pm 
Length:  60-min.

Description:  Narrated by Bill Belichick, the documentary focuses on the personal stories of those 
who served in the Second World War, and as filmed exclusively by drone camera on location on 
some of the most iconic locations in Normandy, France, including: Sainte-Marie-du-Mont, Utah 
Beach, Brecourt Manor, Sainte-Mere-Eglise, Pointe-du-Hoc, Omaha Beach, La Fiere, The 
Richard Winters Leadership Monument and more.  The modern-day aerial footage is 
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accompanied by interviews with World War II veterans, mixed with archival footage of the June 6, 
1944 “D-Day” invasion, along with newly created maps and photo animations.  

War Journal: The Incredible WWII Escape of Major Damon Rocky
Airdate/Time:  June 26, 2017, 10pm
Length:  90-min.

Description:  WAR JOURNAL: THE INCREDIBLE WORLD WAR II ESCAPE OF MAJOR DAMON 
"ROCKY" GAUSE tells the true story of one of the most impossible escapes in World War II. 
American airman Damon "Rocky" Gause escaped a prison camp on the Bataan Peninsula in 
1942, swam to nearby Corregidor Island, and then sailed with U.S. serviceman William Lloyd 
Osborne in a leaky 20-foot fishing boat from the Philippines to Australia. Fifty-two days and 3,200 
miles later, the two Americans reached freedom. Despite facing typhoons, constant threats from 
Japanese ships, submarines and airplanes, a lack of water and food, and even a visit to the 
world's largest leper colony, both Gause and Osborne survived to recount their harrowing ordeal. 
Filmed in Bataan, Corregidor, and in Manila, the 90-minute documentary is narrated by three-time 
Emmy Award-winning daytime soap opera star Chandler Massey. Actor Kyle Chandler provides 
the voice of Rocky Gause, with Tom Kane voicing William Lloyd Osborne.


